
ISRD4 School Questionnaire – Online Version

ISRD

ISRD4 Questionnaire Data Codebook1

(Version 1.2, 08/2023)

Welcome to  this  international  survey  conducted  by  [insert 
the name of the institution conducting the survey]!

Along with hundreds of other young people in this country and around the 
world, we are inviting you to tell us about your life, your daily activities, your 
relationships with others, and any problems you might have.. 

One of  the best  ways to understand people  is  to  listen to them. On the 
following screens you can tell us about your personal experiences and share 
your  opinions.  Don’t  think too much about  the  items;  just  answer  them 
spontaneously.

1 See page 34 (Appendix) for details about the textbox-notation used in this document.
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We take our research responsibility seriously

We do not need any personal identifying data from you such as your name, 
birthday, home address, or your email address. Your parents, teachers or friends 
won’t see your answers. Even our research team will not know who has given what 
answer. And the survey results are only reported for groups of respondents, not 
individuals.

1. We guarantee the following:

● Your data will be treated anonymously. 
● You can refuse to take part in this survey or withdraw at any time without 

giving a reason. 
● Participation in this study does not expose you to any risks. You will not be 

shown explicit, sensitive or disturbing material. 

For more information about the survey and your participation in it, you can contact 
the project manager: [insert name, institution, address, email].

2. Please read the following and check one of the boxes.

I confirm that I have been informed about the conditions of participation in this 
study. I agree that I will take part in the study voluntarily and I have the right to  
cancel my participation at any time and without giving a reason. If my information 
is used in a scientific publication, it will be grouped with other people’s answers. I 
have been informed that no personal identifying data will be collected from me. No-
one will know what I have answered.

(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  Yes, I accept the conditions of participation and would like to continue 
participating. 

(0)  No, I do not accept the conditions of participation and would like to cancel my 
participation now. 

Before you start

B1) Please enter the number which will be shown to you into the fields: 

└─┘└─┘└─┘–└─┘└─┘–└─┘–└─┘└─┘└─┘–└─┘└─┘
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id [B1]
(001-11-0-001-10..999-99-9-999-09)

000-00-0-000-00: not available

consent [A1]
(0..1)
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First are some things about yourself

C1) What is your gender?

(1)  Male

(0)  Female

(6)  Non-binary [optional to include]

C2) How old are you?

______  years (enter your age)

C3) Were your born in [insert the name of your country]?

(1)  Yes 

(0)  No

C4) If no, what country were you born in?

 [Most popular country 1]

 [Most popular country 2]

 [Most popular country 3]

 [Most popular country 4]

 In another country (write in): 
______________________________________________________

C5) If you were not born in this country, how old were you when you came here?

______  years old

C6) Was your mother born in [insert the name of your country]?

(1)  Yes 

(0)  No

C7) If no, what country was your mother born in?

 [Most popular country 1]

 [Most popular country 2]

 [Most popular country 3]

 [Most popular country 4]

 In another country (write in): 
______________________________________________________

(6)  Don’t know
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male [C1]
(0..1)

6: non-binary
9: no answer

age [C2]
(9..29)

96: 30+
99: no answer

birthpc [C3]
(0..1)

9: no answer

birthp [C4]
(10..9980)

9996: other
9999: no answer

migrage [C5]
(0..29)

96: 30+
99: no answer

birthpmc [C6]
(0..1)

6: don't know
9: no answer

birthpm [C7]
(10..9980)

9996: other
9999: no answer
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C8) Was your father born in [insert the name of your country]?

(1)  Yes

(0)  No

C9) If no, what country was your father born in?

 [Most popular country 1]

 [Most popular country 2]

 [Most popular country 3]

 [Most popular country 4]

 In another country (write in): 
______________________________________________________

(6)  Don’t know

C10) Who do you mainly live with?
Please think of the home where you live all or most of the time and tick the people who live 
there.

(Check all that apply)

 Mother

 Father

 Partly with my father and partly with my mother 

 Stepmother (or father's girlfriend/partner) 

 Stepfather (or mother's boyfriend/partner)

 Brother(s) or sister(s)

 Other relatives 

 I live in a foster home

 My boyfriend/girlfriend/partner 

 My children

 I live on my own 

 I live with someone else: _________________________________________

C11) What language do you MOST OFTEN speak with the people in your home?

 [dominant language 1 of country]

 [dominant language 2 of country]

 Another language (please specify:) _________________________________

C12) Which of the following descriptions comes closest to how you feel about your 
household's income nowadays?

(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  Living comfortably on present income 

(2)  Coping on present income 

(3)  Finding it difficult on present income 

(4)  Finding it very difficult on present income 

(6)  Don’t know
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birthpfc [C8]
(0..1)

6: don't know
9: no answer

birthpf [C9]
(10..9980)

9996: other
9999: no answer

family01-07,09,08,
11-12,10

[C10.01]-[C10.10]
(0..1)

9: no answer

familys [C10.10s]
(text32)

langhc [C11.1]
(0..1)

9: no answer

affluent [C12]
(1..4)

6: don't know 
9: no answer

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

langh [C11.2]
(1..184)

185: other
997: ambiguous answer
999: no answer

0: foreign country language
1: language of country
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C13) How well-off is your family/household, compared to other families/households in your 
country?

By family we mean people living in your household.

Much worse 
off Worse off

Somewhat 
worse off The same

Somewhat 
better off Better off

Much better 
off

      

C14) If you compare yourself with other people of your age: do you have more, the same, or 
less money (pocket money + presents + own earnings, etc.) to spend?

Much less Less
Somewhat 

less The same
Somewhat 

more More Much more

      

C15) What is your religion or to which religious community do you belong?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  I do not belong to a religion / religious community

(2)  Christianity (if checked, choose what branch of Christianity:)

C16) (1)  Roman Catholic

(2)  Eastern Orthodox

(3)  Protestant (such as Evangelical, Lutheran, Anglican, etc.)

(4)  Other (specify:) _____________________________________________

(5)  I don‘t know

(3)  Judaism

(4)  Islam (if checked, choose what branch of Islam:)

C17) (1)  Sunni Islam

(2)  Shi‘ite Islam

(3)  Other (specify:) _____________________________________________

(4)  I don‘t know

(5)  Buddhism

(6)  Hinduism

(7)  another religion / religious community (specify:) ____________________________

C18) Some people wear clothes or symbols that can show their religion (such as headscarves, 
hats, hairstyles, jewellery, tattoos, or any other visible signs). How often do you do that?

(Choose one of the following answers)

(7)  Every day

(6)  More than once a week

(5)  Once a week

(4)  At least once a month

(3)  Only on special holy days

(2)  Less often

(1)  Never
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religaf1 [C15]
(1..7)

99: no answer

religaf2 [C16]
(1..5)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

religaf2s [C16s]
(text32)

religaf3 [C17]
(1..4)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

religaf3s [C17s]
(text32)

religaf1s [C16s]
(text32)

relvisib [C18]
(1..7)

99: no answer

deprfam [C13]
(1..7)

99: no answer

deprsel [C14]
(1..7)

99: no answer

7         6        5        4         3        2         1

7        6         5        4         3        2         1
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A few more questions about your family

D1) How often do the following statements apply to you?

If, for example, you have both a stepfather and a natural father, answer for the one who is the  
most important in bringing you up.
(Tick one box for each line) 

Always Often
Some-
times Rarely Never

there is 
no such 
person

I get along just fine with my father (stepfather)      

I get along just fine with my mother (stepmother)      

I can easily get emotional support and care from 
my parents     

I would feel very bad disappointing my parents     

D3) How often do the following statements apply to you?

(Tick one box for each line)

Almost 
always Often

Some-
times Rarely

Almost 
never

An adult at home knows where I am when I go out     

An adult at home knows what I am doing when I go out     

An adult at home knows what friends I am with when I 
go out     

An adult at home knows what I do on the Internet     

D4) Have you ever experienced any of the following?

(Tick one box for each line) 

No Yes

Death of your father or mother  

A very serious illness of one of your parents or someone else 
close to you  

One of your parents has had problems with alcohol or drugs  

Your parents have gotten into physical fights with each other  

Your parents have had very heated arguments with each other  

Your parents have divorced or separated  
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fambond1-4
[D1.1]-[D1.4]

(1..5)
6: no such person
7: ambiguous answer
9: no answer

aduknow1-4
[D3.1]-[D3.4]

(1..5)
9: no answer

lifeev01-06
[D4.1]-[D4.6]

(0..1)
9: no answer

5         4         3         2         1         6

5         4        3        2         1  

0        1     
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Some questions about your school and plans for the future

E1) How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your school?

(Tick one box for each line) 

Strongly 
agree Agree

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree Disagree

Strongly 
disagree

If I had to move I would miss my school     

Most mornings I like going to school     

Our classes are interesting     

There is a lot of stealing in my school     

There is a lot of fighting in my school     

Many things are broken or vandalized in my 
school     

There is a lot of drug use in my school     

E2) During the last 12 months, have you skipped school or online classes for at least a whole 
day without a good reason? If yes, how often?

(0)  No, never

E3)(1)  Yes
If yes, how many times has this happened?  ____ times

E4) How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your future?

(Tick one box for each line) 

Strongly 
agree Agree

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree Disagree

Strongly 
disagree

I see myself going to university     

I will eventually find a job with a decent wage     

I expect to be better off financially than my 
parents     

I will need social welfare/ financial support 
from the government     

I will need financial support from my relatives     

I see a promising future for myself in this 
country     
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schbond1-2,4
[E1.1]-[E1.3]

(1..5)
9: no answer

schinci1-4
[E1.4]-[E1.7]

(1..5)
9: no answer

truancyp [E2.1]
(0..1)

9: no answer

truancyi [E2.2]
(numeric)

996: >= 996
999: no answer

future1-6
[E4.1]-[E4.6]

(1..5)
9: no answer

5            4           3           2           1  

5            4           3           2           1  
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Some bad things that sometimes happen to people

F1. Has anyone ever used a weapon, force or threat of force to get money or things from 
you?

 no If no, continue with question F3.

 yes  How often has this happened to you in the last 12 months?
(enter 0 if never in the last 12 months) _____ times

How many of these incidents were reported to the police?
(enter 0 if none) _____ incidents

F3. Has anyone ever beaten you up or hurt you with a stick, club, knife or gun so badly that 
you were injured?

 no If no, continue with question F5.

 yes  How often has this happened to you in the last 12 months?
(enter 0 if never in the last 12 months) _____ times

How many of these incidents were reported to the police?
(enter 0 if none) _____ incidents

F5. Has something  ever been stolen from you (such as a book,  money,  mobile  phone, 
sports gear, bicycle … )?

 no If no, continue with question F7.

 yes  How often has this happened to you in the last 12 months?
(enter 0 if never in the last 12 months) _____ times

How many of these incidents were reported to the police?
(enter 0 if none) _____ incidents

F7. Has anyone ever threatened you with violence or committed physical violence against 
you  because  of  your  race,  ethnicity  or  nationality,  religion,  gender  identity,  sexual 
orientation, or for similar reasons?

 no If no, continue with question F9.

 yes  How often has this happened to you in the last 12 months?
(enter 0 if never in the last 12 months) _____ times

How many of these incidents were reported to the police?
(enter 0 if none) _____ incidents

F9.  Has anyone ever threatened you on social media?

 no If no, continue with question F11.

 yes  How often has this happened to you in the last 12 months?
(enter 0 if never in the last 12 months) _____ times

How many of these incidents were reported to the police?
(enter 0 if none) _____ incidents

F11. Has anyone ever shared online an intimate photo or video of you that you did not want 
others to see?

 no If no, continue with question F13.

 yes  How often has this happened to you in the last 12 months?
(enter 0 if never in the last 12 months) _____ times

How many of these incidents did you report to the police?
(enter 0 if none) _____ incidents

How many of these incidents did you report to other adults?
(enter 0 if none) _____ incidents
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vrobblyn [F1.3]
vassalyn [F3.3]
vtheflyn [F5.3]
vhatelyn [F7.3]
vcythltm [F9.3]
vshinlyn [F11.3]
vcyhclyn [F13.3]

(numeric)
9996: >= 9996
9998: not applicable
9999: no answer

vrobblyi [F1.2]
vassalyi [F3.2]
vtheflyi [F5.2]
vhatelyi [F7.2]
vcythlyi [F9.2]
vshinlyi [F11.2]
vcyhclyi [F13.2]
vphpulyi [F15.2]
vpamalyi [F16.2]

(numeric)
9996: >= 9996
9999: no answer

vrobbltp [F1.1]
vassaltp [F3.1]
vthefltp [F5.1]
vhateltp [F7.1]
vcythltp [F9.1]
vshinltp [F11.1]
vcyhcltp [F13.1]
vphpultp [F15.1]
vpamaltp [F16.1]

(0..1)
9: no answer

vshinlyt [F11.4]
vcyhclyt [F13.4]

(numeric)
9996: >= 9996
9998: not applicable
9999: no answer

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes
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F13. Has anyone ever sent you hurtful messages or comments on social media about your 
race, ethnicity or nationality, religion, gender identity, sexual orientation or for similar 
reasons?

 no If no, continue with question F15.

 yes  How often has this happened to you in the last 12 months?
(enter 0 if never in the last 12 months) _____ times

How many of these incidents were reported to the police?
(enter 0 if none) _____ incidents

How many of these incidents did you report to other adults?
(enter 0 if none) _____ incidents

F15. Has your mother or  father (or  your stepmother or  stepfather)  ever hit,  slapped or 
shoved you (including as a punishment)?

 no If no, continue with question F16.

 yes  How often has this happened to you in the last 12 months?
(enter 0 if never in the last 12 months)

F16. Has your mother or father (or  your stepmother or stepfather)  ever hit  you with an 
object,  punched or kicked you forcefully or beaten you up (including as a punish-
ment)?

 no If no, continue with the next section (Your free time and friends).

 yes  How often has this happened to you in the last 12 months?
(enter 0 if never in the last 12 months) _____ times
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0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes
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Your free time and friends
Now, here are some questions about your free time and friends.

G1) Who do you spend MOST of your free time with?

(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  On my own

(2)  With my family

(3)  With a small group of friends (1-3 friends)

(4)  With a larger group of friends (4 and more)

G2) Think back over the LAST SIX MONTHS: Would you say that most of the time you have 
been happy?

Most of the time I have been ...

     
very

happy
happy a bit more 

happy than 
unhappy

a bit more 
unhappy 

than happy

unhappy very 
unhappy

G3)  How often do you do the following things when you are not in classes or in school? 

(Tick one box for each line) 

Never
Once a 
week

2-3 times 
a week

4-6 times 
a week Every day

I have a meal with my family     

I hang around in the street, shopping centres, 
or the neighborhood     

I study or do homework     

I go out to parties in the evenings     

I have a job, I go to work     

G4) How often do you go online to do the following things? 

(Tick one box for each line) 

A few 
times 

an hour

About 
once 

an hour

A few 
times 
a day

A few 
times 
a week Rarely Never

To look up information for school, study, 
or work      

To play games      

To go on the darknet      

To use social media (TikTok, Instagram, 
Snapchat, Facebook, etc.)      

Please mark “Never” for this line
(to check you're not a robot)      

To visit sites that are for adults only      

To gamble      

To go online for something else      
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happy [G2]
(1..6)

9: no answer

webact01-08
[G4.1]-[G4.8]

(1..6)
9: no answer

leissp [G1]
(1..4)

9: no answer

6         5        4         3        2         1

1            2           3           4           5  

freeact1-5
[G3.1]-[G3.5]

(1..5)
9: no answer

6          5          4          3          2          1  
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G5) What else are you doing online  (if you ever go online for something else)?

_____________________________________________________________________________

G6) How many close friends do you have?

(Please enter “0” if you have no close friends)

______  close friends (go to question G9 if you did answer with “0”)

G7) How do you keep in touch with them? 

(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  Only or mainly face-to-face

(2)  Both face-to-face and online

(3)  Only or mainly online

G8) How many of your close friends are from a different racial or ethnic background than you 
are?

(Please enter “0” if none of your close friends are from a different racial or ethnic background)

______  close friends

G9) How many friends that you only know from the internet do you have?
(Tick “0” if you have no such internet friends)

0 1 2 – 4 5 – 9 10 – 19 20 – 49 50 – 199 200 – 499 500+

        

Things young people sometimes do

Young people sometimes engage in illegal activities. How many close friends do you have who have 
done any of the following?

(either check “no” or fill in the number)

H1. I have close friends who have stolen things from a shop 
or store  no yes, ___ friends

H2. I have close friends who broke into a house or building 
to steal something  no yes, ___ friends

H3. I have close friends who have beaten someone up or 
hurt them badly with something like a stick, club, knife or 
gun  no yes, ___ friends

H4. I have close friends who have shared online an intimate 
photo or video of someone that he or she did not want 
others to see  no yes, ___ friends

H5. I have close friends who have hacked  or broken  into  a 
private account or computer to acquire data, get control 
of an account, or destroy data  no yes, ___ friends
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webact08s [G5]
(text32)

clfrnum [G6]
(numeric)

996: >= 996
999: no answer

delpsln [H1.2]
delpbun [H2.2]
delpasn [H3.2]
delpsin [H4.2]
delphan [H5.2]

(numeric)
9996: >= 9996 friends
9999: no answer

delpsl [H1.1]
delpbu [H2.1]
delpas [H3.1]
delpsi [H4.1]
delpha [H5.1]

(0..1)
9: no answer

clfrcmod [G7]
(1..3)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

clfrethn [G8]
(numeric)

996: >= 996
998: not applicable
999: no answer

intfrnum [G9]
(1..9)

99: no answer

1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8      9

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes
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Your Opinion
What do you think about the following?

I1) How wrong do you think is it for someone of your age to do the following?

(Tick one box for each line) 

Very 
wrong Wrong

A little 
wrong

Not wrong 
at all

Lie, disobey or talk back to adults such as parents and 
teachers

   

Knowingly insult someone because of their race, 
ethnicity or nationality, religion, gender identity, sexual 
orientation, or for similar reasons

   

Purposely damage or destroy someone else’s 
property

   

Share online an intimate photo or video of someone 
that he or she did not want others to see

   

Steal something small like a chocolate bar from a 
shop

   

Hack or break into a private account or computer to 
acquire data, get control of an account, or destroy 
data

   

Hit someone with the idea of hurting that person    

Use a weapon or force to get money or things from 
other people

   

I2) Imagine you were caught shoplifting, would you feel ashamed if …

(Tick one box for each line) 

Very 
ashamed Ashamed

Somewhat 
ashamed

Hardly 
ashamed

Not 
ashamed 

at all

… a close friend found out about it     

… your parents found out about it     

I3) Imagine  you  were  discovered sending hurtful  messages or  comments  on social  media 
about someone's race, ethnicity or nationality, religion, gender identity, sexual orientation, 
or for similar reason. Would you feel ashamed if …

(Tick one box for each line) 

Very 
ashamed Ashamed

Somewhat 
ashamed

Hardly 
ashamed

Not 
ashamed 

at all

… a close friend found out about it     

… your parents found out about it     
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prosoc1-3,9,5,10,7-8
[I1.1]-[I1.8]

(1..4)
9: no answer

shaslfr,shaslpa
[I2.1]-[I2.2]

(1..5)
9: no answer

shacyhfr,shacyhpa
[I2.1]-[I2.2]

(1..5)
9: no answer

4            3            2           1  

5            4            3            2            1  

5            4            3            2            1  
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I4) How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

(Tick one box for each line) 

Fully 
agree

Somewhat 
agree

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree

Somewhat 
disagree

Fully 
disagree

I act on the spur of the moment without 
stopping to think

    

I do whatever brings me pleasure here and 
now, even at the cost of some future goal

    

I’m more concerned with what happens to me 
in the short run than in the long run

    

I like to test myself every now and then by 
doing something a little risky

    

Sometimes I will take a risk just for the fun
of it

    

Excitement and adventure are more important 
to me than security

    

I5) How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your neighbour-
hood?

Neighbourhood is the area within a short walking distance (say a couple of minutes) from your  
home. That is the street you live on and streets, houses, shops, parks and other areas close to 
your home. When asked about your neighbours think about the people living in this area.

(Tick one box for each line) 

Fully 
agree

Somewhat 
agree

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree

Somewhat 
disagree

Fully 
disagree

There is a lot of crime in my neighbourhood     

There is a lot of drug selling in my 
neighbourhood

    

There is a lot of fighting in my neighbourhood     

I6) How likely is it that adults in your neighbourhood would intervene if ... 

(Tick one box for each line) 

Fully 
agree

Somewhat 
agree

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree

Somewhat 
disagree

Fully 
disagree

... someone is spray-painting graffiti on a local 
building

    

... there is fighting in front of your house and 
someone is beaten up or threatened

    

... they suspect that a child in the neighbour-
hood is being neglected by its family 
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selfctr1-6
[I4.1]-[I4.6]

(1..5)
9: no answer

nhinciv1-3
[I5.1]-[I5.3]

(1..5)
9: no answer

nhcolef1-3
[I6.1]-[I6.3]

(1..5)
9: no answer

5            4           3           2           1  

5            4           3           2           1  

5            4           3           2           1  
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About things young people sometimes do
Young people sometimes do things that are prohibited, for example damaging or stealing another 
person’s property. Some hit and hurt others on purpose (we don’t mean situations in which young 
people play-fight with each other just for fun). What about you?

J1. Have you ever painted graffiti on a wall, train, subway or bus without permission?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J2. Have you ever damaged something on purpose, such as a bus shelter, a window, a car, or a 
seat in the bus or train?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J3. Have you ever stolen something from a shop or store?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J4. Have you ever broken into a house or another building to steal something?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J5. Have you ever stolen a motorbike or car? 

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J6. Have you ever used a weapon, force or threat of force to get money or things from 
someone?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J7. Have you ever carried a weapon, such as a stick, club, knife, or gun for your own protection or 
to attack others?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J8. Have you ever taken part in a group fight on the street or in another public place, such as a 
shopping mall or sports stadium?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J9. Have you ever beaten someone up or hurt someone with a stick, club, knife or gun so badly 
that the person was injured?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J10. Have you ever sold any drugs or helped someone to sell drugs?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")
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graflyi [J1.2]
vandlyi [J2.2]
shoplyi [J3.2]
burglyi [J4.2]
cartlyi [J5.2]
exttlyi [J6.2]
weaplyi [J7.2]
griglyi [J8.2]
asltlyi [J9.2]
drudlyi [J10.2]
shinlyi [J11.2]
cyhclyi [J12.2]
cyfrlyi [J13.2]
hacklyi [J14.2]

(numeric)
9996: >= 9996
9999: no answer

grafltp [J1.1]
vandltp [J2.1]
shopltp [J3.1]
burgltp [J4.1]
cartltp [J5.1]
extoltp [J6.1]
weapltp [J7.1]
gfigltp [J8.1]
asltltp [J9.1]
drudltp [J10.1]
shinltp [J11.1]
cyhcltp [J12.1]
cyfrltp [J13.1]
hackltp [J14.1]

(0..1)
9: no answer

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes
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J11. Have you ever shared online an intimate photo or video of someone that he or she did not 
want others to see?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J12. Have you ever sent hurtful messages or comments on social media about someone's race, 
ethnicity or nationality, religion, gender identity, sexual orientation, or for similar reasons?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J13. Have you ever used the internet, e-mail or social media to dupe or deceive others (like 
phishing, selling worthless or illegal things, etc.) in order to make money?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J14. Have you ever hacked or broken into a private account or computer to acquire data, get 
control of an account, or destroy data?

 no

 yes how many times in the last 12 months? ____ times  (if never, write "0")

J15) Finally, im  agine   you had shoplifted, do you think that you would have said so in this 
survey?

(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  Definitely yes

(2)  Probably yes

(3)  Probably not

(4)  Definitely not

(5)  I have already said that I shoplifted
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openshop [J15]
(1..5)

9: no answer

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

0: no
1: yes

openness
(1..4)

7: ambiguous answer
9: no answer

1: no
2: probably not
3: probably yes
4: yes/already said so
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J16) Have you ever had contact with the police because you did something like one of the 

things listed above (questions J1 – J14)?

(0)  No (if no, continue with the section “Violence” – K1)

(1)  Yes

J17)  If yes, which of the following led to your most recent contact with the police?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  Painting on a wall, train, subway or bus (graffiti) without permission

(2)  Damaging something on purpose

(3)  Stealing something from a shop or store

(4)  Breaking into a building to steal something

(5)  Stealing a motorbike or car

(6)  Using a weapon, force or threat of force to get money or things from someone

(7)  Carrying a weapon, such as a stick, club, knife, or gun

(8)  Taking part in a group fight on the street or in another public place

(9)  Beating someone up or hurt someone with a weapon

(10)  Selling any drugs or helped someone to sell drugs

(11)  Sharing online an intimate photo or video of someone that he or she did not want 
others to see

(12)  Posting or sharing hurtful messages or comments on social media about 
someone's race, ethnicity or nationality, religion, gender identity, sexual 
orientation, or for similar reasons

(13)  Using the internet, e-mail or social media to dupe or deceive others

(14)  Hacking or breaking into a private account or computer to acquire data, get control 
of an account, or destroy data

(15)  Other (please specify:)  ______________________________________________

J18) What happened the last time you had contact with the police?

You can pick more than one category

(Check all that apply)

 The police told my parents

 The police told my school 

 The police told social or community services

 I was given a warning by the police/ prosecutor/ the court 

 I was punished by the court or a prosecutor

 I was punished by my parents

 something else happened: _______________________________________________

 nothing happened
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polcontp [J16]
(0..1)

7: ambiguous answer
9: no answer

polconts [J17.2] 
(text32)

polconto [J17.1]
(1..15)

98: not applicable
99: no answer

polreac1-2,9,4-6,8,7
[J18.1]-[J18.8]

(0..1)
7: ambiguous answer
8: not applicable
9: no answer

polreacs [J18.7s] 
(text32)

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes
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Violence
Different people can mean different things when they talk about violence. Next we ask if you see some 
acts as violence. We are not asking how the law, or adults, see these acts. We wish to know if you  
personally see these acts as violence.

K1) If a young person did this, would you regard it as violence?

(Tick one box for each line) 

 No

Yes, to 
some 
extent

Yes, to a 
large 
extent

Yes, 
absolutely

Sharing online an intimate photo or video of someone 
that he or she did not want others to see

   

Standing in the doorway, knowingly blocking another 
person from passing 

   

Touching another person on the shoulder without 
his/her permission

   

Texting, sharing or posting hurtful comments about 
somebody’s race or ethnicity

   

Purposely excluding someone from an online group    

Hitting another person without causing injury    

Threatening someone on social media    

Revenge
Some people are quick to take revenge, while others are not. In the next questions, we ask how you  
feel about revenge.

L1) How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

(Tick one box for each line) 

Fully 
agree

Somewhat 
agree

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree

Somewhat 
disagree

Fully 
disagree

It's not worth my time or effort to pay back 
someone who has wronged me

    

It is important for me to get back at people 
who have hurt me

    

There is nothing wrong in getting back at 
someone who has hurt you 

    

I don't just get mad, I get even     

I am not a vengeful person     

Please mark “Fully Agree” for this line
(to check your’re not a robot)     
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violper1-7
[K1.1]-[K1.7]

9: no answer

revenge1-6
[L1.1]-[L1.6]

(1..5)
9: no answer

1            2            3           4  

1            2           3           4           5  

5            4           3           2           1  

5            4           3           2           1  

5            4           3           2           1  

1            2           3           4           5  

5            4           3           2           1  
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Belonging
The following items are about how you see yourself and which social group you belong to. 

M1) How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 
(Tick one box for each line) 

Fully 
agree

Somewhat 
agree

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree

Somewhat 
disagree

Fully 
disagree

I feel part of a group of people that is treated 
unfairly in [this country - add country name]

    

I feel part of this country     

I feel part of the residents of my neighbour-
hood 

    

I feel part of the inhabitants of my city     

I feel part of a group people who share the 
same belief / religion as me 

    

If you feel part of a group of people that is treated (somewhat) unfairly in this country, please  
answer the following questions – otherwise skip them and continue with question M4.

M2) You said you belong to a group of people that is treated unfairly. What kind of group is it?  
You may pick more that one answer. Is this treatment based on your …
(Check all that apply)

 Race or ethnicity

 Nationality 

 Religion

 Sexual orientation

 Gender identity

 Physical appearance

 Political or social opinions

 Being poor

 Other (specify:)  ________________________________________________________

M3) If you have selected several categories while answering the previous question,  which of 
them is the most important?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  Race or ethnicity

(2)  Nationality 

(3)  Religion

(4)  Sexual orientation  

(5)  Gender identity

(6)  Physical appearance

(7)  Political or social opinions

(8)  Being poor

(9)  Other (specify:)  ________________________________________________________
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belong1-5
[M1.1]-[M1.5]

(1..5)
9: no answer

discrea1-9
[M2.1]-[M2.9]

(0..1)
7: ambiguous answer
9: no answer

discrea
[M3]

(1..9)
98: not applicable
99: no answer

discrea9s [M2.9s] 
(text32)

discreas [M3s] 
(text32)

1            2           3           4           5  

5            4           3           2           1  

5            4           3           2           1  

5            4           3           2           1  

5            4           3           2           1  

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes
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M4) How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

(Tick one box for each line) 

Fully 
agree

Somewhat 
agree

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree

Somewhat 
disagree

Fully 
disagree

I think the group to which I belong is worse off 
than other people in this country

    

It makes me angry when I think of how my 
group is treated in comparison to other 
groups in this country 

    

The group to which I belong is being 
discriminated against

    

If I compare the group to which I belong with 
other groups in this country, I think we are 
treated unfairly

    

Social Media
N1) How well do the following statements describe you?

(Tick one box for each line) 

Not at all
1 2 3 4

Completely
5

In social media, I belong to a community or 
communities that is an important part of my 
identity

    

In social media, I belong to a community or 
communities that I’m proud of 

    

In social media, I prefer interacting with 
people who are like me

    

In social media, I prefer interacting with 
people who share similar interests with me

    

In social media, I trust the information that is 
shared with me

    

In social media, I feel that people think like 
me 
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smident1-6
[N1.1]-[N1.6]

(1..5)
9: no answer

discrim1-4
[M4.1]-[M4.4]

(1..5)
9: no answer

5            4           3           2           1  

1            2           3           4           5  
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Police Efficiency
O1) How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about dealing with 

computer crime?
(Tick one box for each line) 

Fully 
agree

Somewhat 
agree

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree

Somewhat 
disagree

Fully 
disagree

Computer crimes are quickly discovered by 
the police

    

The police have the software and skills to 
catch people who commit computer crimes  

    

If I committed a computer crime, there would 
be a good chance that the police would catch 
me 

    

The punishments for computer crimes are 
serious

    

The victim of a computer crime will report it to 
the police
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percdet1-5
[O1.1]-[O1.5]

(1..5)
9: no answer

5            4           3           2           1  
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You said earlier that someone had beaten you up or hurt you with a stick, club, knife or gun so 
that you were injured. Now, think of the last time this happened to you.

P1) How old were you when this happened to you last time?

______  years

P2) Who attacked you?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  My brother or sister

(2)  Another person that I knew 

(3)  Someone I didn’t know 

P3) Was the assailant looking for revenge for  something you had done or said before,  or 
something the assailant claimed you had done or said?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No

(1)  Yes 

(6)  I don’t know

P4) What was the assailant’s national background?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  Nationality of this country

(2)  Other national background 
P5) If other national background: What nationality? (Choose one of the following answers)

 [Most popular nationality1]

 [Most popular nationality1]

 [Most popular nationality1]

 [Most popular nationality1]

 [Most popular nationality1]

 Other nationality (please write:) _______________________________________

(3)  I don’t know

P6) Did the assailant use or carry any kind of weapon when they attacked you?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No weapon / I did not see any weapon

(1)  Yes

P7) If yes: What kind of weapon? (Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  Air gun/air rifle

(2)  Firearm

(3)  Knife or other sharp instrument

(4)  Blunt instrument 

(5)  Another weapon
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vassaage [P1]
(6..29)

96: 30+
98: not applicable
99: no answer

vassaoff [P2]
(1..3)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

vassarev [P3]
(0..1)

6: don't know
8: not applicable
9: no answer

vassawp1 [P6]
(0..1)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

vassaon1 [P4]
(1..3)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

vassaon2 [P5]
(10..10002)

99996: other
99998: not applicable
99999: no answer

vassawp2 [P7]
(1..5)

8: not applicable
9: no answer
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P8) Did you seek medical help or professional mental support because of this incident?
(Check all that apply)

 No

 Yes, medical help

 Yes, professional mental support (like psychologist, social worker, religious support)

P9) As far as you know, did this incident become known to the police?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No

(1)  Yes

(6)  I don’t know
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vassarpo [P9]
(0..1)

6: don't know
8: not applicable
9: no answer

vassamh1-3
[P8.1]-[P8.3]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes
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You  said  earlier  that  someone  had  threatened  you  with  violence  or  committed  physical 
violence against you because of your race, ethnicity or nationality, religion, gender identity, 
sexual orientation, or for similar reasons.

Think again of the time when this happened to you last time. If there was more than one, think of the 
person who was most actively involved.

Q1) How old were you when this happened to you last time?

______  years

Q2) What was the reason that person threatened or attacked you?
(Check all that apply)

 My race or ethnic background 

 My nationality

 My religion

 My sexual orientation

 My gender identity

 My physical appearance

 My political or social opinions

 For being poor 

 Other  (specify:)  ________________________________________________________

Q3) If you have selected several categories while answering the  previous question,  which is 
the most important reason?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  My race or ethnicity

(2)  My nationality 

(3)  My religion

(4)  My sexual orientation

(5)  My gender identity

(6)  My physical appearance

(7)  My political or social opinions

(8)  For being poor

(9)  Other (specify:)  ________________________________________________________

Q4) Was this online or face-to-face?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  Online

(1)  Face-to-face
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vhatere [Q3]
(1..9)

98: not applicable
99: no answer

vhatere1-9
[Q2.1]-[Q2.9]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

vhateres [Q3s]
(text32)

vhatere9s [Q2.9s]
(text32)

vhateage [Q1]
(6..29)

96: 30+
98: not applicable
99: no answer

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes
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Q5) What did the person do?
(Check all that apply)

 They threatened me with violence

 They hit me or used some other kind of violence against me

Q6) Were you physically injured in this incident?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No

(1)  Yes

Q7) What was his or her national background?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  Nationality of this country

(2)  Other national background 

Q8) If other national background: What nationality? (Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  [Most popular nationality1]

(2)  [Most popular nationality1]

(3)  [Most popular nationality1]

(4)  [Most popular nationality1]

(5)  [Most popular nationality1]

(6)  Other nationality (please write:) _______________________________________

(3)  I don’t know

Q9) As far as you know, did this incident become known to the police?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No

(1)  Yes

(6)  I don’t know
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vhaterpo [Q9]
(0..1)

6: don't know 
8: not applicable
9: no answer

vhatemod [Q4]
(0..1)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

vhateko1-2
[Q5.1]-[Q5.1]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

vhateinj [Q6]
(0..1)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

vhateon1 [Q7]
(1..3)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

vhateon2 [Q8]
(10..10002)

99996: other
99998: not applicable
99999: no answer

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes
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You said earlier that someone had sent you hurtful messages or comments on social media  
about  your  race,  ethnicity  or  nationality,  religion,  gender  identity,  sexual  orientation or  for 
similar reasons.

Think again of the time when this happened to you last time. If there was more than one, think of the 
person who was most actively involved.

R1) How old were you when this happened to you last time?

______  years

R2) What did that person mainly say hurtful things about?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(1)  My race or ethnicity

(2)  My nationality 

(3)  My religion

(4)  My sexual orientation

(5)  My gender identity

(6)  My physical appearance

(7)  My political or social opinions

(8)  For being poor

(9)  Other (specify:)  ________________________________________________________

R3) As far as you know, did this incident become known to the police?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No

(1)  Yes

(6)  I don’t know
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vcyhcage [R1]
(6..29)

96: 30+
98: not applicable
99: no answer

vcyhcre [R2]
(1..9)

98: not applicable
99: no answer

vcyhcres [R2s]
(text32)

vcyhcrpo [R3]
(0..1)

6: don't know 
8: not applicable
9: no answer
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You said earlier that you had carried a weapon, such as a stick, club, knife, or gun.

Think again when you did this last time.

S1) How old were you when you did this last time?

______  years

S2) What kind of weapon did you carry?
(Check all that apply)

 A stick, club or other blunt object

 A knife or other sharp instrument 

 A gun (firearm) 

 A chain

 Other  (specify:)  _______________________________________________________

S3) Why did you carry a weapon?
(Check all that apply)

 To feel like I belong

 For self-protection 

 To attack another person or group 

 To defend an neighbourhood from intruders

 to get revenge on someone for something they had done

S4) Were you getting revenge for something that happened to you, or for someone else? 
(Check all that apply)

 For myself

 For my friend/s

 For my family and kin

 For my community

 For someone else. For whom? 

(specify:)  ________________________________________________________

 Other  (specify:)  _______________________________________________________

S5) Did the police ever find out that you carried a weapon?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No

(1)  Yes

(6)  I don’t know

S6) Did you actually ever use this weapon?
(Check all that apply)

 No

 Yes, to threaten somebody

 Yes, I actually hurt somebody 
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weapage2 [S1]
(6..29)

96: 30+
98: not applicable
99: no answer

weapkin1-5
[S2.1]-[S2.5]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

weapkin5s [S2.5s]
(text32)

weaprev1-5
[S4.1]-[S4.5]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

weaprev5s [S4.5s]
(text32)

weapmot6s [S3.6s]
(text32)

weaprpo [S5]
(0..1)

6: don't know 
8: not applicable
9: no answer

weapuse1-3
[S6.1]-[S6.3]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

weapmot1-6
[S3.1]-[S3.6]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes
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You said earlier that you had beaten someone up or hurt someone with stick, club, knife or gun 
so badly that the person was injured.

Think again when you did this last time.

T1) How old were you when you did this last time?

______  years

T2) When you did this, were you getting revenge for something the person had done or said  
before?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No, it was not about revenge

(1)  Yes, I got revenge …

T3) (Check all that apply)

 For myself

 For my friend/s

 For my family and kin

 For my community

 For someone else. For whom? 

(specify:)  ________________________________________________________

T4) Did the police ever get to know about this incident?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No

(1)  Yes

(6)  I don’t know
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asltage2 [T1]
(6..29)

96: 30+
98: not applicable
99: no answer

asltrev [T2]
(0..1)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

asltrev1-5
[T3.1]-[T3.5]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

asltrev5s [T3.5s]
(text32)

asltrpo [T4]
(0..1)

6: don't know 
8: not applicable
9: no answer

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes
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You said earlier that you had shared online an intimate photo or video of someone that he or 
she did not want others to see.

Think again when you did this last time.

U1) How old were you when you did this last time?

______  years

U2) Was the person in question your current or previous boyfriend/girlfriend?

(0)  No

(1)  Yes

U3) What kind of content did you share online?
(Check all that apply)

 Photo(s) or video(s)

 A message or comment

 Something else 

U4) Was it shared on an open or closed network?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  It was a closed network (access limited to a group of persons) 

(1)  Open network (for everybody to see)

U5) When you did this, were you getting revenge for something the person had done or said  
before?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No, it was not about revenge

(1)  Yes, I got revenge …

U6) (Check all that apply)

 For myself

 For my friend/s

 For my family and kin

 For my community

 For someone else. For whom? 

(specify:)  ________________________________________________________

U7) Did the police ever get to know about this incident?
(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No

(1)  Yes

(6)  I don’t know
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shinage [U1]
(6..29)

96: 30+
98: not applicable
99: no answer

shinfrd [U2]
(0..1)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

shinonet [U4]
(0..1)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

shinrev [U5]
(0..1)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

shinrev1-5
[U6.1]-[U6.5]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

shinrev5s [U6.5s]
(text32)

shinrpo [U7]
(0..1)

6: don't know 
8: not applicable
9: no answer

shincon1-3
[U3.1]-[U3.3]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes
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You said earlier that you had hacked or broken into a private account or computer to acquire 
data, get control, or destroy data.

Think again when you did this last time.

V1) How old were you when you did this last time?

______  years

V2) When you did this the last time, why did you hack or break into a private account or 
computer?

(Check all that apply)

 to prove to myself that I have the skills

 because it was fun 

 to show that I am really good at beating the system

 for political reasons 

 for revenge

 to harm someone or destroy data 

 to demonstrate that the system can be hacked

 to make money or get something else of value

 Other  (specify:)  ________________________________________________________

V3) Did the police ever get to know about this incident?

(Choose one of the following answers)

(0)  No

(1)  Yes

(6)  I don’t know
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hackage [V1]
(6..29)

96: 30+
98: not applicable
99: no answer

hackmot1-9
[V2.1]-[V2.6]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

hackmot9s [V2.9s]
(text32)

hackrpo [V3]
(0..1)

6: don't know
8: not applicable
9: no answer

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes
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V4) When you try to hack or break into a private account or computer, which method(s) do 
you normally use?
(Check all that apply)

 SQL-Injection

 RRS-Exploits  

 File Inclusion

 Keylogger

 Denial of Service (DoS/DDoS)

 Fake WAP 

 Phishing

 Virus, Trojan, etc. 

 ClickJacking (UI Redress)

 Cookie Theft 

 Bait & Switch (e.g. by buying advertising spaces on websites) 

 Social engineering

 Other  (specify:)  ________________________________________________________

V5) Up to now, how often have you been successful?

______  times

V6) Have you ever been identified by the  victim or  the police as the  person who did  the 
hacking?

(0)  No

(1)  Yes

V7) If yes, how many times have you been identified as the person who did the hacking?

______  times
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hackme01-13
[V4.1]-[V4.13]

(0..1)
8: not applicable
9: no answer

hackme13s [V4.13s]
(text32)

hackidp [V6]
(0..1)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

hackidi [V7]
(numeric)

996: >= 996
998: not applicable
999: no answer

hacksuci [V5]
(numeric)

99996: >= 99996
99998: not applicable
99999: no answer

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes

0: no; 1: yes
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Last Questions
Nearly done! Now, the last items in this survey.

W2) Please look at the four questions below. How many would you answer with a “yes”?

• Did you ever have a disagreement with someone you live with?

• Did you ever choose to share a bit of something tasty you really like?

• In the last year, have you observed someone being robbed?

• In the last year, did you help a blind person crossing the street?

Count of questions (from 0 to 4) you answer with YES:

_____ questions

W3) Again, look at the five questions below. How many would you answer with a “yes”?

• Have you ever lost something very important to you?

• Did you ever try to console an unhappy person?

• In the last year, have you stolen something from a shop or department store?

• In the last year, have you talked to a police officer?

• Have you ever appeared in a TV show?

Count of questions (from 0 to 5) you answer with YES:

_____ questions
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itco_as1 [W2]
(1..4)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

itco_bl1 [W3]
(1..5)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

itco_rnd [W1]
(1..2)

(1: A short, B long)
(2: B short, A long)
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Last Questions
Nearly done! Now, the last items in this survey.

W4) Please look at the four questions below. How many would you answer with a “yes”?

• Have you ever lost something very important to you?

• Did you ever try to console an unhappy person?

• In the last year, have you talked to a police officer?

• Have you ever appeared in a TV show?

Count of questions (from 0 to 4) you answer with YES:

_____ questions

W5) Again, look at the five questions below. How many would you answer with a “yes”?

• Did you ever have a disagreement with someone you live with?

• Did you ever choose to share a bit of something tasty you really like?

• In the last year, have you stolen something from a shop or department store?

• In the last year, have you observed someone being robbed?

• In the last year, did you help a blind person crossing the street?

Count of questions (from 0 to 5) you answer with YES:

_____ questions
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itco_bs2 [W4]
(1..4)

8: not applicable
9: no answer

itco_al2 [W5]
(1..5)

8: not applicable
9: no answer
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You are now completing this survey

X1) Where are you completing this survey?

(1)  At school

(2)  At home

(3)  Somewhere else: _______________________________________________

X2) Did anybody look at your screen while answering?

(1)  No

(3)  Yes

(2)  Not sure

Thank you 
for sharing your experiences, information and opinions!

If  you feel  uneasy about something you have experienced or about some 
topic raised by this study, it is good to talk about it with an adult you can 
trust. There are also support services such as … [country-specific contact]
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srvcont1 [X1]
(1..3)

9: no answer

srvcont2 [X2]
(1..3)

9: no answer
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Codebook Appendix: Textbox Notation and Coding

Attached to the questions are boxes that specify the variable names, legal values 
(range of  valid  values and missing values),  and the question number in square 
brackets. The following notation is used:

The contents of the textboxes are searchable. This allows to enter a variable name 
found in the data set (or the question number in square brackets as indicated in 
the variable label) in the search function of your PDF-reader to quickly locate the 
respective question in the questionnaire above (and vice versa). If a variable cannot 
be found in the questionnaire this incidates that the variable either belongs to the 
set of meta- or para-data variables or that this variable has been constructed in 
addition to the original variables of the standard questionnaire.

There are several basic types of missing values: (a) no answer, (b) not applicable, 
(c) ambiguous answer, and (d) values coded as missing because they have a special  
meaning (e.g. “don’t know”) or because they are larger than acceptable (e.g. 30+ of 
the variable  age  [C2]  or  9996 denoting counts  equal  or  larger  than 9996).  The 
missing values are labeled accordingly to indicate their meaning.

In Stata data files “extended missing values” are used to denote these types of 
missings as .a, .b, .c, and .d (note that in Stata these values are larger than the 
default or system missing value  .).  In SPSS data files missing values are coded 
counting downwards from 9, 99, 999, 9999, or 99999 depending on the number of 
digits of “the maximum valid value plus 4”. Hence, in SPSS the extended missing 
value of Stata .a is translated into 9, 99, 999, 9999, or 99999, .b is translated into 
8, .98, 998, 9998, or 99998, .c is translated into 7, 97, 997, 9997, or 99997, etc., 
depending on the number of digits. The textbox notation in this codebook shows the 
missing values as used in SPSS.

The values of valid values are shown next to the answer options in blue, missing 
values in red. Note that the values are already recoded such that “no” is coded as 0, 
“yes” is coded as  1, and values of scale items are (re)coded such that the larger 
value points to the meaning of the measurement. For example, larger values of the 
“revenge” items [L1] (p. 17) indicate a stronger need or tendency to take revenge. 
This also implies that for some items “fully agree” is coded with the maximum value 
while for  other items it  is coded with the minimum value. For example,  for  the 
revenge  items  [L1.1]  and  [L1.5]  “fully  agree”  is  coded  as  1,  whereas  for  the 
remaining revenge items [L1.2 – L1.4] “fully agree” is coded as 5. As a consequence, 
all  revenge  items  should  correlate  positively  if  the  items  have  the  same  latent 
meaning.

Users of the Stata data sets can use “vl-macros” to easily access items of the 
same type (e.g. prevalence, count, scale) after running vl rebuild when opening a 
data set (see the Stata documentation via help vl).
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variable [number]
(value..value)

value: label
value: label

variable 
name

[question 
number]

valid values:
(lowest .. highest)

or
(text + length)

missing values:
value1: meaning
value2: meaning
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